2000 jeep grand cherokee laredo pcm

When the PCM detects a malfunction in the drive train or related systems, it will generate a
trouble code that will remain until the problem is corrected or the code is cleared. In extreme
cases, hard codes are generated, which can only be cleared with a proper scan tool, or by
resetting the computer. In most Jeeps, the DLC port is located next to the fuse panel under the
driver's side dash. Disconnect the scan tool from the DTC port when done. If you do not have a
quality scan tool, refer to Step 3. Disconnect the negative battery cable and leave it
disconnected overnight. Reconnect the negative battery cable in the morning and all but any
hard codes will be cleared. By disconnecting the battery, you are essentially giving the
computer a form of amnesia, whereby the computer forgets any stored codes. However, if you
have not corrected the problem that caused the code in the first place, the code will return soon
and the "check engine" light will come back on. Allen Moore's career includes awards in poetry
and creative fiction, published lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as well as a master
certification in automotive service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a contributing writer
for RF Tips All scan tools are not created equal. When purchasing an aftermarket scan tool, be
sure the device has the options you want, as well as the ability to work with your particular
vehicle. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is something you can drive to work one day, and take
off-roading the next. Its powertrain needs to handle the stop-and-go monotony of rush-hour
plus the chaos of a full-on mud bog. And you should expect nothing less from your ECM. We
carry engine and transmission computers for most North American Grand Cherokee vehicles,
We have plug-and-play ECMs in stock for all different engines, from the 4. The 1st generation
Grand Cherokee was available with either a 4. Each engine requires a different computer: An
ECM for 4. Before you place your order, please call us to confirm you have the right computer
for your vehicle. The 2nd generation Grand Cherokee was produced from It was available in
North America with a 4. Both powertrains require separate computers for controlling the engine
and transmission. The same is true for transmission controllers TCM as well. The 3rd
generation Grand Cherokee was produced from to and came available with four different
powertrains: 3. Grand Cherokees with 3. We carry ECMs for model years Grand Cherokees with
5. Our 5. All Rights Reserved. Got a question? Call us! Product Details. View All Makes. The
most common questions related to exchanging your car computer for one that works. Free
Shipping Lifetime Warranty Quality you can trust. Call Now Make Select Make. Select Model.
Select Year. Add on items: check box to add item to cart. No further programming will be
required. Please allow 10 minutes before reconnecting the battery for a full reset. All Items
undergo remanufacturing, vehicle specific programming and testing on a per order basis.
Processing time is Full business days Mon-Fri, excluding Holidays. Orders received after 2pm
EST will begin processing the following business day. Parts are shipped in the order they are
received with the shipping service selected during checkout. Tracking information will be sent
via email at the time of shipment readiness. We accept returns as long as the part is in its
original condition. Returns must be mailed within 14 calendar days from original delivery. All
approved returns will be initiated in the form of a refund to the original form of payment. Refund
deposits take business days. Full refund will be issued for cancellations prior to shipment only.
We offer a standard Lifetime warranty on all computers purchased through this site. Some
listings require your core to be returned to activate said warranty within 14 days whereas a
return label will be provided. Failure to return the core if required will result in loss of warranty
and you will be subject to a core charge. This warranty does not cover parts that fail due to
abuse, misuse, neglect, alteration, impact, or accident. All Computer Resources, Inc. Please see
our tech talk bulletins for proper installation and diagnoses. Automotive modules can be
damaged by various electrical faults during and after installation which will not be covered All
units are fully tested for functionality prior to shipment. Full Warranty Information. Social
facebook instagram. Home About Products Contact Us. How can we help you? Please select
below. I have a sales question I need technical assistance I need the status of my order I need to
return a product The Jeep Grand Cherokee emerged as one of the most reliable track and
off-road SUVs that performed particularly well on snowy roads. Its powerful engine also
received positive reviews from consumers. Jeep Grand Cherokee is also a reputable trim that
has characterized incredible advancements throughout the years. However, the model has also
demonstrated electrical and computer problems. Your SUVs computer may also be damaged by
other factors, including liquid leaks, electrical system shorts, corrosion and worn out parts.
Some of the common PCM problems reported by users include:. It is sometimes referred to as
the engine control module ECM as it mostly monitors engine health and performance. The Jeep
Grand Cherokee PCM has sensors that monitor different inputs and elements to ensure the
engine is operating within the required ranges. It controls fuel-to-air ratio, fuel injection,
combustion and transmission, among others. When something is out of range of there is a
problem with the engine, the PCM will generate a series of codes that may result in various

warning lights. Mechanics use these trouble codes to pinpoint the problem and restore normal
engine performance. However, the PCM may throw codes around, even if nothing is wrong with
the car. If this is the case, then you should get it checked and reset, repaired, or replaced. Many
Jeep Grand Cherokee users have reported intermittent warning lights that illuminate the
dashboard randomly. Since it is essential to get your PCM checked whenever the check engine
light comes on, these false alarms can be quite inconveniencing. The PCM has a circuit board
that coexists with other systems through a complex wiring harness. As such, physical damages
to the harness, corrosion, loose connections and shorts can all damage the PCM. Many trims,
including Jeep Wrangler and Grand Cherokee, reported problems with the electrical system.
This includes power that comes on randomly and a battery that goes dead overnight,
instrument cluster, feedback in the speakers and blown 20A fuse inside the engine fuse block.
The PCM circuitry may also provide wrong inputs and codes that result in electrical gauge
haywire. The wrong inputs and current transfers may result in overload and random activation
and shutdown. Users have reported warning and security lights, engine light, brake light, power
steering and car seat belt lights activating erratically and randomly. When the PCM is replaced,
these symptoms disappear for a while only to resurface. Stalling in the transmission is another
common Jeep Grand PCM problem users of the trim have reported. It monitors different
activities to determine the right time to engage or switch gears. If the jeep Engine control
module is faulty, you will experience a litany of transmission problems and stalling is one of the
most popular. The car may take too long to switch gears when accelerating from a resting
position or even when braking. This can result in disturbing jerks and grinding noise.
Transmission problems can also stem from issues other than the ECU , so it is crucial to get
your car checked as soon as you notice any difference. Many reasons can prevent a vehicle
from starting, ranging from a dead battery and faulty alternator to bad timing belt, fuel leaks,
broken connections and bad engines. Faulty Jeep ECM can also directly or indirectly cause car
ignition problems when it sends wrong inputs to the engine control unit. Users of the Grand
Cherokee have reported starting issues that require several attempts and batteries that die
overnight. You can also try to jumpstart or change vehicle battery. Sometimes getting your car
to start is as simple as disconnecting, cleaning and reconnecting terminals. Nonetheless, it is
still essential to get your PCM inspected and reset if your car is demonstrating other erratic
ignition symptoms. Anything different is guaranteed to fail, considering the SUV is from two
decades ago. Nonetheless, you can still find used PCMs or find experienced mechanics that can
repair your PCM if the option is available. Besides PCM error, Jeeps have an extensive profile of
problems ranging from a coolant leak to dysfunctional air conditioners and faulty fuel systems.
Clutch replacement, for instance, may resolve stalling transmission. As such, it is
recommendable to make sure the PCM is the cause of your car problems before replacing it.
Most recalls are for replacing exterior lights and restructuring the front and rear bumpers. No
recall has been made on the PCM. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is a dependable sporty utility car.
It provides smooth transmission and extra power to navigate off-road terrain and has some
advanced features. Its overall reliability is good compared to other models within the same
category. However, these are vehicles manufactured several years ago and lack modern
efficiencies and conveniences. Price varies among dealers, so it is essential to do your car
research, especially when purchasing used Jeeps. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Auto News Jeep Are there any recalls on jeep grand
Cherokee Yes. Is a jeep grand Cherokee a good car? How much is a jeep grand Cherokee
worth? Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Thank you for
being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the forums are in read-only
format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have provided to one another over
the years. It seems no one has solved this puzzle yet, but I'll give it a shot of my own. Any
thoughts will be greatly appreciated. And the alternator checked out all right. Any ideas? I
would check to see if any "recalls" have been made on that model to include 1yr. If you can,
remove the gauge panel and inspect it, its not unknown to have flaked flat wires peel away or
burnt. To include the electronics, etc. They didn't know either! I was giving up! Thanks
whomever you are for that answer. Simple and sweet and my headache is gone now and i still
have a little money in the bank! Similar thing happened to me this morning Nothing happened
Once inside, the interior door unlock switch didn't work Read in the blogs about possible
resolutions. Went with the simplist first. Disconnected the negative battery cable for 30 seconds
and then reconnected. All problems fixed. At least in this case, it appears that the electrical
problems were related to the PCI Bus. Disconnecting and reconnecting the battery seemed to
act like rebooting a home computer If anyone is having similar problems, I suggest trying this
super simple fix first before doing complicated testing or parts replacements. Hopefully
diconnecting the cable will fix your problem but I found it to be a temporary fix for me. I have

been fighting this problem for almost 2 years. You kinda learn to live with it. The car runs and I
know how to work around the problems. V at bus drops to a normal v, replaced alt and same
thing. We couldn't believe it. We disconnected the negative terminal form the battery for about 2
minutes reconnected and everything works fine, so far. Will let you know if we have a
recurrence like "frabuk" below. By the way the post below by "carsqwerty" is consistent with
whatweI saw on some tightly bound wiring as we were working to solve this problem. If this
recurs we'll be taking his recommendations next and separating the wires in some of the
wire-bundle locations. I wish it was that simple for my GC. I finally removed the ASD then re-set
it. Next I stood on one foot the left one , held my right hand over my head with my left index
finger up my nose and pissed into the wind. That didn't work either. Door control panel inop
Also, interior lights stay on all the time, unless manually clicked off with steer col. As sugg'd by
others, I disconctd battery for a time Any advice?? In my GC V-8, identical symptoms lead to
broken ground wire in door harness between the door and the body. Problems were intermittent
for a year, then failed completely, leading me to dig into it. Symptoms all pointed to something
common with all control functions on the drivers door. Broken wire was obvious. Grabbed the
rubber protective sleeve and work it loose at the door - it fits over a plate in the connector and
can just be lifted with a blunt tool and pulled back. Fix was simple - strip back both sides of
broken wire, made a jumper out of three inches of identical wire, crimped a butt connector on
both ends - made a loop in the jumper for flexibility, two crimps later I was back in business.
Wish I'd done it a year ago. Of course.. When I got home i looked for the trouble in the likeliest
place Pulled back the flex boot with a little effort and saw a previous repair connection on the
heavy bue wire! I "Soldered" these wires back! Soldered a wire to both ends and taped
everything up. I hope that my experience with this helps someone else having this kind of
trouble. Hi, I've just had the same problem with my GC Limited model, I took the door trim panel
off, then checked wiring back to harness that passes through the door to body to fuse box, I
checked all of the fuses they were fine. I thought this was a result as I was looking to be paying
mega bucks for this. Just as a matter of course, I took the bulb out of the door panel that lights
up when you open the door, please bear in mind my vehicle is RHD as I live in the U. Hope this
helps. All others, not operational. Disconnected the negative terminal and removed some minor
corrosion, then secured back in place. All windows now work as expected once again I had
similar systems to those described here in my Grand Cherokee. It turns out that there was a bad
connection at the negative battery terminal. After cleaning both the positive and negative
terminals and cable ends, everything worked perfectly! My guess is that the success others are
seeings after disconnecting the battery may have as much to do with re-establishing a good
connection as some possible reset of the system. Lesson learned like every automotive manual
says - always check the battery first. When in doubt, put a new battery in. I had a similar
problem after trying to jump start my Jeep GC. The windows stopped working, the temperature
gauge showed --, the interior lights did not come on, the horn did not sound when the remote
was pressed to lock the car. I went to Advantage Auto Parts to determine the fuses for the
windows and they were all good. I started searching the internet and found this forum using
body control module, which was not the problem. After reading several post, which had the
same problems as mine, I decided to try disconnecting my battery to re-boot the on-board
computers. I disconnected my battery, cleaned the terminals, which had a little corrosion,
reconnected the battery and everything started working again, the windows, lights, horn
working when using remote, the check engine light does not stay on. Who would have thought
that just re-booting the computers would solve the problem. And I have been involved with
computers for over 20 years. How long did you leave it disconnected? Or does that even
matter? I have a Grand Cherokee 4. Somtimes just just driving normal at a steady speed it will
start shaking. Now here is the weird stuff, if you shut off the ignition and turn it back on if will
run fine. Also the head lights will come, blink the go off with nobody in the jeep. The car will go
on the highway for hours and be fine. I have the very same problems. If anyone can help please
do. I have replaced the fuel pump, and this did not fix the problem. The local dealer would not
believe me as it did not fault for them. I have read with great discouragement, the electrical
problems GC jeep owners are having with electrical problems. They range from the to some
year models. Never had a problem and after 10 years and , miles, this happens. They have tried
and ARE still trying to resolve the situation. I went out and got the following from another
expert. I hope it helps someone. My dealership is trying the steps and when or if it's resolved,
will update this posting. Good luck, jeep owners. Hope you write Chrysler about this fiasco, I
certainly did, although I don't think they really care. Jeep is mud with me as is Chrysler. Jerry,
You said something about getting the following from another excerpt but I did not see what "the
following" was. I am desperate to try anything without having to pay thousands for dealer hit
and miss attempts. My info might have been too long. I'll try this again, these are solutions from

an "expert" with Jeep. It allows the various modules computers on the vehicle to communicate
with each other and share information. This information sharing reduces wiring complexity. The
PCI Bus wire is either yellow with a violet tracer, or white with a violet tracer, depending on year
and model. The easiest place to access this wire is at the data link connector, which is the
connector that the scan tool plugs into for diagnosis. On LHD North American Jeeps, the data
link connector is located under the driver side of the dash, adjacent to the fuse block. It is easily
visible without removing any panels. The PCI Bus wire is in pin 2 of the data link connector.
Normally I remove the connector from it's bracket and pull it down for better access. This allows
me to backprobe the connector with my voltmeter. You do not want to damage the portion of the
terminals which make contact with the scan tool connector. The instrument cluster backlighting
is ON at all times when the key is on , even with the headlamps OFF. Power windows are
inoperative. The overhead console displays 'lines' instead of information. The gauges are not
reading correctly. These symptoms may come and go. Often PCI bus problems are intermittent.
The PCI Bus system operates on a 0 to 7. If you were to connect an oscilloscope to pin 2 of the
data link connector, on a system with no problems, the oscilloscope would display a nice
square wave. You will need a digital voltmeter to continue. Set the meter to 'DC Volts' Connect
the red lead of the meter to pin 2 of the data link connector Connect the black lead of the meter
to ground. Any bare metal surface under the dash will work. Turn the key to 'ON'. Or, start the
engine. Sometimes the PCI Bus problem is easier to duplicate with the engine running. Observe
the volt reading on the meter. A different test will be required, which is detailed later in this
article. If the volt reading is close to 12 volts, or battery voltage, the PCI Bus is shorted to
voltage, and diagnosis should be fairly easy. If the volt reading is varying between 0. Verify this
by inspecting the operation of the windows and other symptoms. Normally what I see on
problem vehicles is a reading of 4 to 6 volts. This indicates that a module one of the vehicle
computers is pulling the bus voltage too high, causing interference and a loss of
communication between modules, which leads to the symptoms you are experiencing. If the PCI
Bus voltage reading is consistently above 2. There is no quick way to do this. Each module on
the bus must be unplugged until the voltage returns to the 0. Module examples are: PCM engine
computer Continue to unplug modules until the bus voltage lowers to a normal level; 0. Keep in
mind that unplugging some modules will cause other symptoms Once you find a suspect
module, reconnect everything else and observe the bus voltage. Reconnect the suspect module
and try to duplicate the symptoms. Verify that the suspect module is actually the problem
several times before you spend money on a replacement part. Be sure to cycle the ignition key
every once in a while during testing. The trick here is to be able to consistently verify that the
bus problem is present, then verify that it is not present when the suspect module is unplugged.
Try to not let the system 'fool' you. If the bus voltage is around 12 volts, or is the same as
battery voltage, and ALL modules are unplugged, then the bus wiring is shorted to voltage. This
problem may not be easy to find. You will have to trace the bus wire extensively. The good news
is that this scenario is very unlikely. If the bus voltage is always near 0 volts, a different method
will work. Disconnect the vehicle battery under the hood. Connect your meter the same way, but
switch to the 'ohms' setting, to check the resistance of the bus. A bus that is shorted to ground
will have a very low resistance, possibly below 10 ohms. In a situation where the bus is shorted
to ground, a module could be at fault, but more likely the bus wire has rubbed through
somewhere and is touching bare metal. Keep in mind that the whole frame and body of the
vehicle is ground, so that makes this scenario more likely. If the ohm reading is 'OL' meaning
infinite resistance, then the bus wire is OPEN and must be traced out for continuity. Read the
following information, which is from Chrysler: Measuring PCI voltage is the first place to go if
no communication is possible with any modules. This tells what type of failure has occurred
and this dictates the next step. If communication is possible with only one module, an open in
the bus is likely. PCI bus vehicle are very easy to diagnose bus problems on. Since each
module has a termination resistor of a standard value a measurement of bus resistance with the
battery disconnected gives a very good idea of the condition of the bus. For example:
Termination resistance to ohms would be a normal bus. So far, no success with mine. They're
still working on it. Thanks very much for your info. I started out unplugging and replugging the
modules on your list from easiest to hardest ECM, radio, amplifier, inst. I am having an issue
with the keyless remote not working, but that's nothing over the anxiety of driving with that
electrical issue. The reason it is not working is because when you replace the module on the
passenger side you remove the receiver that is matched to your fob with it. I have an 03 GC. It
has had most of the same issues and more. The info you gave allowed me to find which
"modules" were faulty and I then replaced them. Not to my surprize, the issues came back a few
days later. To start this thred correctly, The symptoms I have endured are gauges going hay
wire, engine misfireing shaking , stalling at a light, or while driving, can hold gas and break at

light and it stays on , after coming to stop idleing fine it feels as thou it down shifts, there is a
kick that you feel, that jerks the car just a touch, yet very noticable then the rpms drop and
engine dies. We started hunting these issues 3 months ago and have been all over looking for
an answer. So far it is completly apart and we have found a few things that are definetly causing
some of these issues. First one addresses the modules burning out shorting out at the factory
they took the three power wires and two ground wires and put them in a sleve then wrapped
them with electrical tape. They did this wrong! Side note: I will have pictures posted as soon as i
figure out how to post them If you take of all that electrical tape and sleve, you will see that by
having the wires in the same loom tied together real tight like this, that the isualation on the
wires has gone bad due to the temp changes and this causes the wires including the alterantor
wires that are in that loom as well arc across to each other. This issues was found before the
tear down of the car, and once i replaced the wires and ran them in a more respectful manner, I
no longer had modules burning out. But still had the stalling issue. By the way, the battery wires
being crossed like they were, burnt up my alternator, starter, pcm,ingnition switch, and a couple
modules trans and ecm. Some other WJ ownwers and friends of mine have opened the loom on
their battery wires and had the same exact issue as well. And yes we did find that most of the
WJ's in the junk yard also had this exact same issue. As for the tera down. The WJ is completly
apart. Another thing we have found is that the wiring on the top rear section of the engine is
prone to rubbing on the head bolt and another section that is to be afixed to the top of the
transmission also prone to rubbing, has rubbed enough to thin out the wire and even thou there
does not appear to be any expossed wire, they still arc, or ground out. So those wires have
been completly replaced and protected properly. Another issue we found was a celinod in the
trans that was defective due to this proply causeing the down shift issue will know soon as we
are soon to be putting the car back together. In the dash we found a few again tightly wrapped
wires that we addressed in the same manner. We opened the computer PCM and found that
there may be some issues in there as well. It appers that there is a few bad soilder connections,
as they look to have cracks in them. So the computer is in Florida being "refurbished". Some
more random things we found were, The neutral safty switch was loose on the side of the
transmiision housing, trans mount was also bad, the camshaft possition sensor was bad, crank
shaft position sensor checked out ok, the pcm has a service bulletin that was listed for it in
June of listing the need for reprogramming with new software. It requires "techCONNECT
Workstation" all in all I can't yet say that this is soulving the issues with the car, but will soon
have it back together to see the results of the extensive tear down and inspection. The WJ will
back together very soon and I will post any and all cures found. As much as I have read in these
forums and tryed to find, I have yet to come across any one simple solution. I will keep posting
and would love feedback on any of this. Always Persistant, Carsqwerty. This is an amazing
post. I have to hand it to you. Hands down one of the most helpful posts I have seen in a long
time. Now fortunately for me the "reboot pull power for a few minutes " method worked for me I
drug all of the equipment out and was ready to go While waiting I cleaned the battery terminals
and buffed up the headlight lenses with some crest toothpaste since
delco radio wiring
volkswagen cc maintenance
mazda 626 starter location
they were getting really foggy. I said crest toothpaste Then I pop the positive cable on and
crank it down I decide just to check on the off chance the reboot fixed the issue and low and
behold when I hit the key it was 75 degrees outside I have never been so glad to put my tools
away and go in the house Discussion is locked. Sometimes the simplest answer. RE:
Sometimes the simplest answer. Just tired it and it worked. Sometimes the simplest answer
doesn't work. Electrical issue. Battery first! Grand Cherokee, 4. Rough Idoling. Grand Cherokee
Jeep Electrical Problems. Grand Cherokee Electrical Problems. I have a Grand Cherokee can
you get that module rebuilt? Worked for me Grand Cherokee Issue. Follow up Picture request.
When will you post those pictures as the wiring is difficult to trace. All I can say is wow Back to
Auto Repair - Roadshow forum Prev 1 2 3 4 5 CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help.
Brand Forums. Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb.

